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Resources for Evangelism And Discipleship in Ukraine and other parts of the Former Soviet Union

How READ Arrived on
the Edge of a War Zone
By Sharon Sheppard

In the aftermath of Russia’s brutal 2014 attack, Eastern
Ukrainians still wrestle with serious unemployment, poverty, and depression. Having lost Crimea, one of the most
prosperous sections of their country, and having suffered
enormous damage in Donbass - their main industrial area
- people living in the Eastern part of Ukraine continue to
struggle for economic stability.

their students, rather than expecting students to come to
them. To make this possible, KES has established a satellite branch of its seminary in one of the local evangelical
churches in Balakleya, Kharkiv.
One of the most unlikely people to approve of this move
was brother Yuri, who serves as one of the pastors of
the oldest and most conservative Baptist church in the
Kremenchuk area. He also is a member of the KES
Board of Trustees. Yuri had his doubts about whether
theological training should really be the top priority of leaders who are already actively involved in
ministry. But this past January, when he witnessed
the excitement and spiritual hunger of the Christian
leaders who turned out for his introductory session
on a frigid weekend, Pastor Yuri Continued on page 2

The seminary opted to help this impoverished area by sending instructors to
their students, rather than expecting
students to come to them
Churches in the war zone have lost access to their Christian education institutions, as well. Donetsk Christian
University has been appropriated as a military base for the
occupying army. The Lugansk Regional Bible College has
ceased to exist.
Pastors from the Kharkiv region have asked Kremenchuk
Evangelical Seminary (KES), one of READ’s staunchest ministry partners, for help in training their beleaguered church
leaders. KES sensed that the Holy Spirit was leading them
to say yes to this request. In response, the seminary opted
to help this impoverished area by sending instructors to

was sold on the program.
Because the seminary instructors are willing to go to where the students are,
this makes any costs of food, lodging, and travel much more affordable for the
students. This January’s meeting was the first of 21 sessions (from Friday afternoon to Sunday afternoon) that will be spread out over a period of three years.
The 75 enthusiastic church leaders currently enrolled in the leadership training
track of this program are passionate about improving their ministry effectiveness. These men and women are already serving in a variety of positions,
ranging from ministries to women, children and youth, to pastors of churches.
Students who were interviewed after the first weekend-long session gave the
program rave reviews. They were delighted that in addition to expanding their
knowledge of theology, they also learned fresh, practical applications for their
current ministry positions. And the added blessing of fellowship with other
Christian leaders during these dark times was an encouraging bonus.
In order for students to acquire much-needed study materials, READ has
been asked to provide exactly the kind of assistance its acronym promises:
Resources for Evangelism And Discipleship.
In light of all the uncertainty surrounding the COVID-19 virus and our own
country’s economic stability, some may be questioning: “Yes, this initiative
sounds like a nice idea, but is now the right time?”
Yes. It’s exactly the right time.
In his recent book, Coronavirus and Christ, John Piper writes, “This is the time
when the fragile form of this world is felt. The seemingly solid foundations are
shaking. The question we should be asking is Do we have a Rock under our
feet? A Rock that cannot be shaken?”
Worldwide we are feeling our vulnerability and are looking for something
solid.
Steve Eckert, READ’s new Executive Director, says, “When we believe we
already have enough on our plate and maybe shouldn’t try to do more, we are
in jeopardy of having our faith muscles atrophy. It’s imperative that READ continues to advance the excellent work of our partners by asking God to provide
the resources to make it happen...and then trusting that He will.”
Bill Arvan says: “This new venture is exactly tailored to fit READ’s stated goals.
This new opportunity is the wheelhouse, the sweet spot for both KES and
READ Ministries. And the time is right.”
Please read on to learn more and discover how you can help READ take truth
to tough places. “Share with God’s people who are in need.”
(Romans 12:13, NIV)
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Balakleya has a population
of about 28,000
Located 290 miles SE of Kyiv in
the Kharkiv oblast
Key railroad crossroads in
eastern Ukraine
About 100 miles from war front of
ongoing Russian-Ukraine conflict
Home to Kremenchug Evangelical
Seminary’s (KES) newest branch
campus
Three-year budget is $35,580, for 75
students, for three years, with
7 sessions per year for: Library &
textbooks, Stipends for coordinator &
teachers,
Meals & Overnight accommodations
READ’s annual commitment (20202022): $6,610 per year

The planned outcome for this
satellite: “To train 70-75 ministers-

leaders who will be able to effectively
lead churches, influence the community,
help and promote the spiritual growth
of church members, and spread the
kingdom of God in the east of Ukraine,
where there is fighting and an acute
shortage of ministers. We fervently
desire to see the expansion of the
Kingdom of God through sustainable
discipleship and the planting of new and
growing churches.”
Ivan Ovcharenko, Director of KES

A Time of Questions

Kyiv, Ukraine

By Bill Arvan

Since the outbreak of COVID-19, many of READ’s ministry partners here in the United States have been asking,
“How is this pandemic affecting READ’s international
ministry partners?” Through emails, phone calls, Skype,
and Zoom, we’ve gathered some bits of information
from our colleagues in Georgia and Central Asia. We’ve
also received more extensive reports from three of our
partner schools in Ukraine. Here are their answers to your
questions.

Tajikistan: The government is in denial about the spread
of the pandemic in their country. There is much secrecy about the deaths of people, including reclassifying
deaths due to the virus as “other causes.” Adults are being
forced to work and children to go to school. Churches are
afraid, while trying to prepare now for expected widespread food shortages. Some local authorities are telling
both Muslim and Christian leaders not to let people into
their places of worship.

Georgia: There is a curfew from 9:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m.
Now a maximum of two people at a time are permitted in
church buildings. No one is allowed to use their personal
car, and people must shop at the closest store, regardless
of the prices. There was panic buying at first. Many Georgians work in Western Europe, where they have lost their
jobs and are stranded. This whole situation is extremely
hard on village people, who cannot get to their gardens
or vineyards to do their spring planting. There is serious
concern for their economic future.
Uzbekistan: The people take their government’s guidelines for dealing with the virus seriously. Meanwhile, the
arrival of warm weather is forcing them outside to get
relief but creating concerns about maintaining social
distances. Our ministry partners hope to resume in-classroom teaching after May 10. At the same time, churches
have some new freedoms to minister to the elderly and
youth.

Valentine and Luyba Siniy
Valentine Siniy, Director of Tavrisk’y Christian Institute in Kherson, Ukraine: For not wearing masks, people must pay huge fines (an equivalent of one month’s salary
for the first offense). The fine doubles for the second offense.
We are very concerned about the economic consequences.
Most people do not have savings. They can only last about
three weeks without a job.
Continued on page 4
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Nevertheless, we continue our ministry. We are developing
online programs and training our professors in the new
technology required. They have not been able to travel and
teach in our Central Asia campuses.

As READ has reached out to our international partners
in recent months, we have asked them, “How can we
pray for you, in light of the difficulties caused by the
pandemic?” Please join us in praying for their needs, as
well as READ’s.
n

n
n

n

n

Vladimir and Inga Degtyaryov
Vladimir Degtyaryov, Director of Zaporozhye Bible
Seminary, Ukraine: ZBS continues to conduct its classes
and programs via various forms of social media, messaging
apps, and group forums. Our churches are carrying on…
by the same internet channels. Our summer mission trip to
Central Asia is now in doubt. We are all living, serving, praying, and hoping “one day at a time.”

n

Wisdom in developing new strategies and technologies for theological education
Safety and health for our staff and students
New opportunities to share the Gospel in our countries and communities
Hearts open to discern what the Lord is trying to tell
us through this pandemic
Peace, because the war in the eastern part of
Ukraine continues
Financial provision for our ministries, despite the
worldwide economic crisis

Our partner Vladimir Degtyaryov, who also serves on
READ’s Board of Directors, sent us greetings at Easter and
shared this. “For us who belong in heart and soul to the
Resurrected Son of God, all times are contained in the
power and purpose of His conquering life. Including
these anxious days of pandemic. Whatever the days
bring, we meet them with faith in the Risen One who
proclaims, ‘Do not be afraid! I am the first and the last,
the Living One! I was dead, but look, now I am alive
forever and ever, and I hold the keys of death and the
grave’”. (Revelation 1:17-18)

Ivan and Lucia Ovcharenko
Ivan Ovcharenko, Director of Kremenchuk Evangelical
Seminary, Ukraine: We are all alive and no one has gotten
sick with the coronavirus. We are all living in new realities,
learning new technologies, and seeking new opportunities
to expand the Kingdom of God. Our seminary has continued
to teach students online. These are new challenges for our
staff and teachers. We have cut our budget for 2019-2020 as
much as possible. Yet, we still need $10,500 by the end
of August.
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Change and
No Change
By Rich Schoenert, Board Chair

The leadership of READ Ministries is in a time of significant
change. Here are a few examples:
n

n

n

n

n

n

A few years ago, Bill Arvan, our Foreign Projects
Coordinator, announced his intention to retire from
a full-time role with READ, effective at the end of
September 2019. Bill also communicated his openness to assisting READ beyond that time, when a
new Executive Director was hired.
We created a new position, Executive Director, and
on September 15, 2019 Steve Eckert was hired to
serve in this role.
With the cancellation of trips to Ukraine and other
countries in Eurasia due to COVID-19, we have retained Bill Arvan as our Foreign Projects Coordinator and Assistant to the Executive Director in a parttime capacity through this year. It was important
to the board that the transition from Bill to Steve
be as smooth as possible and that Bill be able to
introduce Steve to many of our key partners this fall
when, hopefully, restrictions on international travel
will be lifted and they can safely visit our partners.
Paul Sanders, the chair of the board for READ since
2003, announced his retirement due to some health
concerns and also, as he stated, “for READ to expand its horizons with appropriate changes under
new leadership.” (We’re glad to report that Paul is
experiencing some improvement.)

Other changes will soon occur. Later this spring, we anticipate meeting together as a board to engage in strategic
planning in order to establish clear goals and objectives
for the future. It is also expected that the board will move
increasingly toward a policy governance model to clarify
the role of the board, the role of the Executive Director,
the relationship of the board and the Executive Director,
and our mission outcomes.
So yes, in terms of board leadership and organization,
READ is experiencing significant change.
Yet some of the most important aspects of READ have not
changed, like our Statement of Faith and our mission. We
continue to exist to provide excellent support to ministries
of evangelism and discipleship in Ukraine and our seven
other countries in Eurasia. The support for these ministries
will be accomplished by methods and programs consistent with our vision and core values.
Change in some areas may be inevitable. But READ
remains committed to the most crucial areas of our Bible-based Statement of Faith and our mission.
Thank you for standing with us in prayer and financial
support.

On February 20 of this year, I was elected to serve as
Paul’s successor. This is the first time READ has had
a change in its board chair in almost 17 years.
Two individuals were recently added to the board:
Dr. Todd Magnuson and Kim Pareigat.
Rich and Val Schoenert
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Join us in Welcoming Two New READ Board Members
Kim Pareigat was first
introduced to ministry in
Ukraine through Calvary
Community Church (CCC)
in St. Cloud and Love Lift
for Ukraine. Along with
her husband, Tom, and
their daughters, they
represented Calvary to
its sister church congregation in 2005.
In her professional life as a psychologist, she has worked
with children, adolescents, and adults. She returned to
Ukraine in 2017 under the auspices of READ Ministries to
speak at a Beyond Suffering conference in Lutsk. Kim also
participated in distribution of literature to ministries helping people with special needs.
Kim and Tom attend and serve at Eagle Brook Church in
Lino Lakes. It is clear to Kim through her on-going involvement with READ that, “God is doing great things in the
church in Ukraine and the countries of Eurasia.”

Todd Magnuson was
born in Cambridge, MN.
He graduated from Bethel College and medical
school at Oral Roberts
University. Todd and his
wife Sarah moved to St.
Cloud in 1993 and have
been in the same ENT
practice for 27 years. The Magnuson’s have five grown
children and one grandson.
Todd and Sarah are members at Calvary Community
Church (CCC) where he serves as an elder. The Magnuson’s
connection with Bill Arvan began when Bill served as their
senior pastor at CCC. Todd and Steve Eckert also served
together as elders at CCC before Steve came to READ.
Todd has been on two trips internationally with Bill and
has come to love the READ ministry. He is planning on
many more trips with READ leadership and supporting
the ministry in whatever way he can.

It Takes Faith to Build On a Rock
We’re all aware by now that this is a season of disruption
which we have never experienced in any of our lifetimes.
I suspect that if you are like me, you ponder questions such
as, Is there an ending point to this upheaval? Will we see a
new normal from this pandemic? How will this change the
way we do ministry in our churches and in mission organizations like READ?
In our lead article, we shared from John Piper’s book Coronavirus and Christ. The question Pastor John encouraged us
to think about is this: “Do we have a Rock under our feet? A
Rock that cannot be shaken—ever?” Thankfully, we stand
on the ROCK of Jesus Christ. HE will guide us, and we can be
secure in all that HE has done, is doing, and will do!

the remaining 40% of our commitments we have made
to all of our Eurasia ministry partners. This can be reached
if we each consider how our giving will meet 100% of the
mission-critical funding for 2020.
Your support now will help us to prepare for the fall when
the remainder of our initiatives will be funded, and a new
ministry year is in motion. Be encouraged! Let’s trust God
as we move forward together.

Steve Eckert
Exectutive Director

Throughout this newsletter you are seeing how believers,
pastors, churches, and Bible teachers in Eurasia are being
impacted in significant ways by the pandemic. With a trust
in the ROCK that can never be shaken, our international
ministry partners are stepping out in faith that God will provide and that His Kingdom will advance in times of war and
pandemic. Will you help to make this possible for them?
Our current ministry plan for this year includes sending
over $75,000 to our ministry sites in Eastern Europe by the
end of May. This represents about 60% of our foreign field
commitments for 2020. Our goal by this fall is to fully fund
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Gifts Given in Memory of
Bev Burman
Jim Burman
Bill Arvan Sr.
Ross and Kathy Bergman
Bill Murray
Erle and Marge Anderson
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Bob Ramberg
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Merrill Burgstahler
Tim and Nancy Marthaler
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Erle and Marge Anderson
Terry and Sherill Port
Butch and Pat Stenmo

Nancy Eerdmans
Al and Sharon Baas
Dave and Kathy Johnson
William and Sylvia VavraBurton
Patricia Arvan
Members of Primrose
Community Chapel
Rev.Roger Anderson
Hugo and Elaine Strike
Robert Kopp
Steve and Lori Eckert
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Erle and Marge Anderson
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The steadfast love of the LORD never ceases;
his mercies never come to an end;
they are new every morning;
great is your faithfulness.

Pink rhododendron flowers on Summer
Mountain, Carpathian, Ukraine.

— Lamentations 3:22-23 (ESV)

Resources for Evangelism And Discipleship in Ukraine and other parts of the Former Soviet Union

Check out our website at

www.readministries.org
for details about READ Ministries and
online giving.

Bill Arvan
Foreign Projects
Coordinator

Steve Eckert
Executive Director
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office@readministries.org
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